A useful electrophysiologic parameter for diagnosis of carpal tunnel syndrome.
In 43 patients (50 hands) with clinical manifestations of mild-moderate carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) and 36 healthy volunteers (40 hands), orthodromic sensory nerve conduction velocity (SNCV) was measured with surface electrodes in the median nerve between the third digit and palm and between the palm and wrist. These figures were used to calculate the ratio of distal to proximal conduction (distoproximal ratio). All 90 hands were also subjected to other nerve conduction studies used for diagnosis of CTS. All control hands presented distoproximal ratios < 1.0 reflecting higher conduction rates in the proximal segment. In contrast, 49 of 50 CTS hands (98%) presented reversed ratios (> 1.0) indicating compromised proximal conduction. The sensitivity of this test was significantly greater than that of other methods evaluated, including comparative studies and segmental study of the palm-wrist portion of the median nerve. Segmental study of median SNCV with calculation of the distoproximal ratio is a sensitive technique for diagnosis of CTS in patients with normal findings in standard nerve conduction studies.